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Flatiron bought by Italian developer 

One of Manhattan's oldest and most distinctive skyscrapers, the Flatiron building has passed into 

European hands through a sale to an Italian property developer which wants to turn it into a luxury 

hotel. 

The Rome-based Sorgente Group, which specialises in buying "trophy" buildings, has bought more 

than 50% of the wedge-shaped New York landmark which was the world's first steel-frame office 

tower when completed in 1902. 

A favourite among tourists and architectural enthusiasts, the Flatiron building is covered in intricate 

decorative carvings. At 87 metres, it was the tallest on New York's skyline until the Metropolitan 

Life tower was completed in 1909. 

The 22-storey building's triangular shape was so unusual when conceived that sceptics speculated 

that it would fall over, nicknaming it "Burnham's folly" after architect Daniel Burnham. 

Sorgente, which owns a string of historic buildings in France and Italy, expressed satisfaction at 

taking control of such a prominent landmark. 

"This is one of the world's most spectacular trophy properties," its chief executive, Valter Mainetti, 

told New York's Daily News. "We will treat the Flatiron like the work of art that it is." 

In the early part of the last century, the Flatiron's position on the corner of Broadway and 23rd 

Street in downtown Manhattan was blamed for unusual wind currents that sent womens' skirts 

billowing. According to New York folklore, the police chased away voyeuristic men lurking in the 

area by uttering the phrase: "23 skidoo!" 

Sorgente has been negotiating to buy the property since the dollar was at a low point last year, 

making purchases relatively cheap for foreign investors. Several other New York landmarks were 

the subject of overseas buyouts including the Rockefeller Centre, bought by Japan's Mitsubishi 

Group. 

Plans to transform the office block into a hotel could take up to a decade as tenants, including the 

book publisher St Martins Press, have lengthy leases outstanding. 


